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A - GENERAL ASPECTS 
1) assignment and date of the inspection 
The undersigned Annalisa Nicolini, Legal Representative of Blulake Real Estate 
s.a.s. - REA n. MI-2597529 - CF/VAT n. 11362640960 with registered office in Via 
Fiuggi n. 2, 20159 Milano ( Mi ), operational office in Via Vittorio Gassman 37/a, 
25080 Manerba del Garda ( Bs ), for the assignment received from me by 
appointment received from Mr __________________, owner of the property located 
in via ______________, n. ___, _________________ ( __ ), I carried out at the above 
mentioned property on ________________ an exploratory-assessment inspection;


2) Purpose of the inspection and assessment 
The purpose of the inspection is to formulate and draw up this appraisal report, 
aimed at identifying and determining, with reference to the current situation (the 
current state of the property, its state of maintenance and its intrinsic and extrinsic 
characteristics), the most probable market value, with a view to putting it on the 
market for sale.


B - AVAILABLE OR RETRIEVED DATA 

1) cadastral identification 
The real estate unit under appraisal is registered in the land register of buildings of 
the municipality of Polpenazze del Garda (Bs) as follows:


2) location of the property (extrinsic characteristics) 
Address: the real estate unit is located in ______________________ ( Bs ), in 
via_________ n. ____ 

Urban context: the area is characterised by residential buildings, therefore we are in 
a typical residential area made up of single villas, semi-detached villas and small/
medium sized residences. On the whole the area appears to be well maintained 
and cared for, the street furniture and the state of maintenance of the buildings is 
certainly positive.

Services/connections : the house is about 1 km from the centre of _____________ 
and therefore from all the primary services such as town hall, post office, nursery 
and primary school, pharmacy, grocery shop as well as ice cream parlour, 
hairdresser, bar and restaurant and bus stop.


Section Sheet Plot Subdivis. Category Class Consistency Rendering

PUE 8 5206 1 A/2 6 Vani 5,5 568,10 €



Practical because of the secondary roads the connections to the ring roads and 
motorways which as well as saving time in the summer months also offer escape 
routes during the sunny weekends.


3) General description of the property 
The property in question is a portion of a semi-detached villa facing north/east 
which is spread over two floors (ground floor and semi-basement) with 
independent entrance, private pool and garden on three sides. The ground floor 
consists of a living room with kitchen in a single room that overlooks a large 
covered porch complete with barbecue, two bedrooms and a bathroom; the semi-
basement, accessible both by a staircase inside the house and by an external 
staircase, consists of two bedrooms and a bathroom completely above ground. 
The external access staircase offers full autonomy and independence to the unit 
below.  As there is no garage, a driveway with electric gate has been created next 
to the pedestrian entrance where two cars can be parked side by side inside the 
property, protected by a hail protection cover. 


4) Main intrinsic characteristics of the property 
The house was built at the end of the 1990s together with most of the surrounding 
buildings, and does not have any subsequent renovation work. 

It was built with care and attention to detail and the finishes, although of that 
period, are of a good standard and still mostly current. Already at first glance you 
understand the excellent state of maintenance in which the property is located and 
the care dedicated to the external parts. Specifically, the care and maintenance 
have led to the resurfacing of the swimming pool, the replacement of the original 
boiler with a new condensing boiler, the installation of an alarm system complete 
with external movement sensors, volumetric, perimeter and video surveillance 
cameras which can be fully managed remotely together with the heating system 
which is also divided into two zones (ground floor and basement). The windows 
have been fitted with grates to increase the security of the entire house and the 
porch has been completely closed off by a custom-made glass window to create 
an additional room even during the rainy season or slightly colder periods.  Another 
particularity of the building is that during the construction phase the semi-
basement part was finished exactly like the first floor (thus obtaining a second flat) 
and a cavedium was created all around the house which keeps away the possibility 
of infiltration and dampness from the perimeter walls and which, being passable for 
a good part of its length, can be used as a tool shed and storage room. The house 
is currently used by the owners as a second home/vacation house and in 
contemplating this figure we would like to underline the fact that due to its type and 
space the property is also suitable as a first home for a family.




5)    Consistency 
As far as the size of the building is concerned, the surfaces have been taken from 
the documents attached to the deed of origin (cadastral plans) and from the results 
of the inspection carried out.


N.B The valuation indices are a little higher than those usually used for the 
following reasons: the semi-basement has the same level of care in the finishes as 
the ground floor and therefore cannot be compared to a standard basement - the 
portico is completely enclosed by glass and therefore protected from the weather 
and can be used on a larger scale than standard - the garden has a swimming 
pool, therefore not wishing to emphasise the single figure of the pool I am 
considering it in a broader view.


C - AVAILABLE OR RETRIEVED DOCUMENTATION


1)        ownership  
The property is registered in the name of Mr. ____________ in the 50% share and in 
the remaining 50% share to ______________, Instrument of public deed Vulture n. 
____________ of ____________ in deed from _____________ Repertory n. __________ 
Rogante: ___________ Sede ________________


2)      town planning situation (building permit and habitability certificate) 
Building permit no. _________________________________________________

Certificate of habitability ___________________________________________________


3)       energy class 
The energy performance certificate was issued by the engineer ___________ on 
date_________; the house is in class __________.


Premises Surface Rating Surface of evaluation

Ground floor 0 100% 0

Semi-basement 0 70% 0

Porch 0 40% 0

Storeroom/Laundry r. 0 50% 0

Garden 0 25% 0

Total 0



D - VALUATION CRITERIA AND DETERMINATION OF MARKET VALUE 
The criterion adopted for the portion of real estate subject to valuation is based on 
the synthetic comparative method, i.e. on the experience of the writer, on the 
analysis of similar or similar properties on the market, recently sold in the same 
area with the same characteristics, age and condition. Consideration is also given 
to factors that can increase or decrease the value of the goods are also taken into 
account, such as the state of maintenance, the location in relation to the urban 
centre, infrastructural services, etc.

Referring to a building with this size and available area, one could assume market 
prices from one could assume market prices from ____________€ to ____________€ 
and taking into account the state of maintenance of the building and the added 
value that has been The maximum value of ______________ € per sq.m. will be 
attributed.


It can therefore be assumed that the most probable market value, taking into 
account also the market trend is between ____________ € and ___________ €.

This value is to be considered consistent with the current average market values for 
properties similar or comparable in terms of their intrinsic and extrinsic 
characteristics to the property under appraisal, in their current state of law.


Attachments 
1- Property quality sheet 
2- Land register planimetr 

Place and date: Manerba del Garda (Bs) there, ________________

 

Blulake Real Estate  
Annalisa Nicolini 

_________________________ 

ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE PROPERTY

APPRAISAL SURFACE ATTRIBUTE VALUE SQM

000 MQ ____________ €

TOTAL  _________€



PROPERTY QUALITY SHEET

1 MACRO MARKET - Services - transport - work 3,0
Overall quality of the area from Desenzano to Salò - Tourism and commerce 3,0

3,0 - Quality of life 3,0

2 MICRO MARKET - Services - transport - work 2,5
Overall quality of the area in 10 minutes - Tourism and commerce 3,0

3,0 - Quality of life 3,5

3 MERCATO LOCALE - Services - transport - work 2,0
Quality of the municipality where the property is 
located - Tourism and commerce 2,0

2,5 - Quality of life 3,5

4 TYPE OF PROPERTY  - Typology 4,0
Quality of the typology of the property in relation to 
its  - Consistency 4,0

3,7  - Cohrence 3,0

5 LOCATION  - Natural barriers 3,0
Quality of the location of the property in relation to

to the area - Aggregation 3,5

3,0 - Services - road network 2,5

6 VOCATION  - Typology and equipment 4,0
Quality vs suitability for use, also with respect to the

with respect to the amenity and vocation of the 
places  - Location 3,0

2,3  - Lake view 0,0

7 DIMENSIONS  - Layout of surfaces 2,5
Examine the dimensions in relation to their

functionality and the potential for new areas  - Dimensions 4,0

3,2  - Development potential 3,0

8 PROPERTY STATUS  - Overall maintenance 3,0
Quality of the state of the building and its 
surroundings  - Urgently needed work 3,0

3,0  - Humidity 3,0

9 PERSONALISATIONS  - Security 4,0
Presence of personalisation and accessories that 
determine quality of life and value - Exterior - interior 3,5

3,2  - Car 2,0

10 SALES-ABILITY  - State of occupation 4,0
Evalua&on of saleability with respect to 
characteris&cs and prices of the local area  - administrative situation 4,0

4,0  - Proposed sale price 4,0
  

> 30: Excellent / 25-30: Very Good / 20-25: Good

/ 0-20: Insufficient TOTAL POINTS 30,8

JUDGEMENT: EXCELLENT


